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Logistif due Friday 5pm
Please tell us if none of the OH
times work for you

That
Recap Random Oracles

How RSA can Break in Practice

GCD Attack 2012
Infineon Bug



RecapiRandomoracles

Pragmatic tool for building simple schemes
w heuristic but plausible securityin practice

e.g FCK x Hex is a secure
PRF if It is a truly randomfunction

ftp.momdeworldrextw

Y

s

We can prove that no Wecan'tprove that F
PPTadversary can distinguish is a secure PRF Butany
F from a truly random attack against it must
function assuminghardness exploit the fact that
of DOH SHAZ is not a random

function or break DOH
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Foundations Eyetzadysis zero knowledge privacy lattices

7
We're Here

Strong math foundations Deployed crypto
is unbreakable right

Nope I
PoorAPI Designs
implementationbugsWhit

crypto is misused f side channelsbad randomness
unsafe optimizations

Some hard problems aren'tactuallyhard



sub
exponential

time
algorithms factoring

blog in Ept next lecture

Specificparameters
leg Keysizes choice ofgroup
etc matter a lot



Lenstra et al 2012GCDAttackonRf Heningeret al 2012

weakness in numbers

Background

RSA is used everywhere for encryptions
signatures SSH TLS IPsec PGP

If you connect to an SSH or TLS host
it will sendyou its public key

pk Nied
encryptionexponent
often e 65537

N pg for largeprimes
P q

Sk p g

Idea Scan the entire IPv4 address
space to collect all public keys
Takes 5 min w specialized tool
Emap a good connection



Aaa blob ccc dold 732 bit
addresses
23224billion

Results
collected keys from

2.8 million TLShas
10.2millionSSHhosts

Sto of TLS hosts 10 of
SSH hosts don't have unique
keys

private keys can be recovered
for 64k TLS hosts o s

2 Sk SSH hosts 0.03

Whathappened
The scan found many RSA modulishaving
exactly one prime factor

This is worse than sharing both
factors i.e a duplicate key



for distinctprimesN p q N 2 982 pie 22

Both N Nz are hard to factor
on their own but together

n logN
god Ni Nz p fit thus't

god can be computed in time poly h
Euclid's algorithm 300 Bc

Actually Jenhides log
factors

Problems

The scan found a million RSA keys
I 223

Computing pairwisegod among k keys
ACK gods



N 246gods n 30 CPOyears

feasible but expensive
NSA can do this

GCD tree idea

1 Compute Y It NK
using a tree

Ni Nz Nz NY
w t o d
N Nz NzNY

NNzNzNY
product of
all moduli

total cost 5Ckn
bit lengthperkeyof keys

2 Compute r Tl mod N



I
rz TImod NE

r u

3 GCD IT N gives a common
factor between N some other
Ni

Why does this work

TI I N Nz NzNY

0 8 2s assume Nitpoy q does not
Nz pop divide Nz or

Ny

By the definition of n we can express
Tl as

N Nz NzNy TK NT
remainder

quotient
divides

Lemma N I r

pf N Nz Nz Ny KNF r

N Nz NzNy KN Er



N C 2 3 1 1 I

D

god Fi Ni

gcd NzNzNy KNe Ni

gcd pre NsNy Kpp ppl
in w

p divides
1 I

Now need to show that
oh does not divide either

Because q kpa but
04Xp22 NzNy q can't

divide their sum

p
so
p is the Gcs



We got it I

So compute ri ra K do k gods
instead of K2

Howdowecomputer
Naively each Y mod Ni costs 5 kn

Tl is kn bits

Computing all ri costs Eckn
h

How about a tree again

MTN NzNzNy Alreadycomputed
this when

d f computing Y
M

Ymod N Nz Ymod NzNy
J

z
t d



TimedNi HmodNE TimedNJ YimodNE

Y re V3
V4

Values shrink at each step
Fckn cost in total

This means all pairwise gods in

a time instead of
satyrs5 hours

I i ii i
2 Very bad implementations

e.g IBM mgmt interfaces



KeyGenC

N hard coded values m primes
primes Epi pm

p É primes
qt primes
return N p a

only 2 em possiblemoduli

what's the probability that2 moduli share exactly one factor

3 Unfortunate sequence of unlikelyevents

Many embedded devices e.g routers
speak TLS



Linux gathers random values
from Ilo devices keyboard mouse etc

But embedded devices have
no Ilo devices

on first boot 2 devices from the
same model have the same state
r then generate an RSA key

why only one shared prime

probably a race condition

get Prime
X Hash state time

return nextPrime x



time Device 1 Device 2

O
pegetPrimel

pegetPrimel
getPrimel

I

offgetPrimel



Infi
eiie.fiEsTaking
cryptographic attacks in years

Ios of millions of
smart cards recalled

50 of Estonian
e IDs were vulnerable

amazing paper linked online

8
75
1

is surprisingly fragile to
key leakage

many variants are broken he
Optimizations can easily break
security

Smart cards are weak
so optimizations are welcome



Standard RSA keyGen xx 1024

p p I X bit primes
tooth
EYE

Infineon smartcard optimized keytGen

p t K M 65537 mod M

Pt K M 6553 a mod m

for random k k a a
so that p g are prim

M is a public constant 970 bits

flawed intuition K is a random54 bitt
a is a random too bitt

22128choices forp 322256choices for N
z 2128choices forq

But Infineon moduli are actuallyeasy to factor



Main Tool coppersmith's Attack

If you know 12 of the bits of p org
then you can factor Napa in

polynomial time

So even if there are 72128
choices of p g some portion
info on them is fatal

Then Let N pq be an RSAmodulus w peg
Let f E IN EX be a polynomial of
degree 8

Then we can find all solutions

off x o mod p s t IX kN't
in time poly log N 8



Corollary f x to mod p has at most
poly logN 8 solutions to
sit IX 11 N'T

Attack strategy p K M 65537 moon

of K M 6553 modM
1 Guess a

2 Use Than to factor Nt let'sdothis
first

suppose we guessed a correctly
How do we factor

p Kinsley
p Ci k t Cz

I we want k
define f x a x Cz

1 FCK D mod p



2 beg f 1 f is linear

3 IKI E N
114

for a 2048 bitmodulusN we have

p K MtC ModM IN 112 21024

KE 231 25 K N114

given a guess a recover all solutions K

try to factor

Howdoweguessth p KM 65537 modM

Iivalently guess the value of 65537modM
Q How many differentsuch values are there
A order of 65537 in the group Int

size of the subgroup 655373655371

all modM
How large is this subgroup It depends

if M is prime could be M l
the attack wouldbe
completely impractical



if M is productofsmall primes Could be

verysmall

whichonedidInfine

3 fi.gs time

if 65537generates a subgroup oforder t
in Ent then there are t guesses for a

Crucial extra trick in paper
switch M to M w o knowing the
factorization so that the order of
65537 in Emi is minimized

fewer guesses

Final Attack Factor 2048 bit key w
234
guesses I 140CPUyears

highly parallelized
I 4ok on AWS



Bones Key Fingerprinting

Given an RSA public key can I test
whether it is an Infineon key

original question asked by the same

authors in an earlier paper They shower
that many public keys have statistical
properties that reveal which device library
generated the key

potentialprivacy concern

Infineon key

N EntremontIshman
N 65537

to
mod M

N is in the subgroup of Intgenerated
by 65537

This would be extremely unlikely if
N was generated normally



testing if N is of the form 65537 mod M

Computing discrete log c logos N mod M

Wait Isn't discrete log hard

Not when M is a product of
small primes


